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This guide applies to all employees, excluding those on 
clinical terms and conditions 

 

 
 
Personal Development Review (PDR) provides a framework to enable all employees to have open and 
regular conversations with their reviewer about their development, role, contributions, achievements and 
career aspirations. 
 
This guide is designed to assist both reviewees and reviewers as they prepare for conversations around 
PDR.  

 
All employees will be offered the opportunity to take part in PDRs, except clinicians who will continue to 
use their existing scheme.  
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What is Personal Development Review (PDR)? 
PDR is designed to be an open, constructive and a positive experience for all.  
 
PDR provides a framework to: 

 Guide regular, constructive conversations between reviewees and reviewers in relation to an individual’s role, 

development, contributions, and career aspirations 

 Align individual contributions and goals to support the development of departments and the wider University 
 

Core Principles of PDR 
The underlying principles upon which PDR is based follow good practice in the sector and are set out below. 

It is anticipated that review conversations will: 

 Provide the opportunity for open, constructive conversations between reviewees and reviewers 

 Take place at regular intervals throughout the year, rather than solely on an annual basis 

 Ensure there are no surprises for reviewee or reviewer by emphasising the need for careful, transparent and 

timely preparation 

 Give equal weight to conversations around development, achievements, contributions, and career aspirations 

 Be informal but allow for structured conversations that encourage open discussion 

 Lead to the identification of essential and viable development needs for the reviewee in the short, medium and 

longer term 

 Clarify agreed work goals 

 Ensure that the dignity of both individuals in the PDR conversation are provided for 

 Be captured in an appropriate format for ease of future reference 

 

Diversity and Inclusion 
The University’s commitment to Diversity and Inclusion, contained in the Diversity and Inclusion Policy states that: 

The promotion of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion concerns all of us and is the responsibility of all members of our 
community. It is expected that we will all contribute to ensuring that the University of Warwick continues to be a 
safe, welcoming and productive environment, where there is equality of opportunity, fostered in an environment of 
mutual respect and dignity. 

The concept of diversity encompasses acceptance and respect. It means understanding that each individual is 
unique, and recognising our individual differences. We understand that simply having diversity in our work force and 
student body is not enough; we must create an inclusive environment where all people can contribute and reach 
their full potential. 

PDR has a significant role to play in encouraging staff to reach their full potential.  The University ensures that all 
staff are offered equal access to PDR and asks each member of staff to familiarise themselves with the scheme and 
their individual responsibilities. 
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The Diversity and Inclusion team are available if any individual wishes to discuss any issue in relation to 
Equality Legislation or Protect Characteristics, or an issue with regards to Diversity and Inclusion.  The D&I 
team have implemented a Disability Framework as well as initiatives relating to Charter Marks to ensure 
inclusion for all staff.  

 Disability Framework – Enables an individual to disclose and discuss a Disability with their Line 

Manager and HR Advisor, discuss any Reasonable Adjustments that may be required 
 

 Athena SWAN Charter Mark - Looks at the underrepresentation of Men and Women in all 

departments at Warwick.  Warwick currently holds an Institutional Athena award, with many 

departments working towards an award or holding a Bronze or Silver. 
 

 Race Equality Charter Mark – The Charter mark aims to inspire a strategic approach to making 

cultural and systemic changes that will make a real difference to minority ethnic staff.   
 

 Stonewall Workplace Equality Index - Stonewall works to achieve equality and justice for lesbians, 

gay men and bisexual people. 
 

If prior to your PDR you wish to discuss any of the above, please contact your HR Link Advisor who will be able to 
confidentially advise you. 

Why does the University use a PDR scheme? 
Most organisations, including those in higher education, adopt a PDR framework approach. There are benefits in 
this approach for individual reviewees, for reviewers and for the University. 
 

Benefits for reviewees 
The University has adopted a PDR scheme in order to provide every reviewee with the opportunity to: 

 Take time out to discuss their role and development, career aspirations and appropriate support required 

 Review how their development has supported their contribution and impact 

 Discuss their achievements and contributions 

 Connect individual goals and aspirations for the coming year to the aims of the department and the wider 

University 

 Have a record of the conversation and a personal development plan 

 

Benefits for reviewers 
PDR gives reviewers the opportunity to: 

 Spend time with individuals to discuss their roles, development, achievements and contributions 

 Recognise achievements, contributions and review the impact of development through constructive 

conversations 

 Prioritise and plan development needs for the individual and the department 

 Ensure that their teams and reports understand agreed goals and aspirations that collectively contribute to the 

aims of the department and the wider University 

 Hear feedback and generate suggestions for enhancing the work of the individual, team or the department. 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/#hp-01-tab
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/disability/framework/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/athena/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/rcm
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/so/
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Benefits for the University 
The University believes that in implementing a PDR scheme it: 

 Provides all employees with a voice and a role in the achievements and future development of the University 

 Optimises the impact and value of a range of development opportunities to equip employees appropriately for 

their roles both now and for the future 

 Provides a framework for the consistent review and recognition of development, achievements and 

contributions 

 Ensures clear and effective communication of departmental aims and strategic objectives through regular two 
way conversations 

 Increases reviewee engagement and motivation 

The PDR process 
It is anticipated that PDR conversations will take place on a regular basis throughout the year aligned to 

appropriate timescales. PDR conversations should take place between April and July of each calendar year as a 

minimum requirement. 

Documentation 
Two PDR forms are available for use, one for Academic staff and one for Professional Service staff, each reflecting 

the nature of the staff category. 

In some cases the ‘forward looking’ element of the conversation may take place later than July if the Head of 
Department feels this is appropriate. 

Within each of the documents reviewees are provided with individual sections whereby they may record their 
comments in preparation for discussions with their reviewer. These sections include: 

 A review of achievements and contributions during the past year 

 A review of development during the past year 

 Future goals for the forthcoming year 

 Development and support required for the year ahead 

 Future work and career aspirations 
 

The reviewer is the person facilitating the PDR conversation. In many cases this will be the reviewee's line 

manager. In some cases however (including academic departments), where leaders and managers are managing 

large groups of staff, Head of Departments can share review meetings among a number of appropriate reviewers. 

In these cases, reviewees will be informed beforehand as to who will be their reviewer, being someone from their 

department appointed by the Head of Department. The reviewer may in these situations ask for additional input 

from other colleagues who have worked closely with the reviewee to obtain helpful feedback prior to the PDR 

conversation.  

It is recommended where possible that reviewers should conduct no more than six PDR conversations. 

In the rare circumstances where there is a disagreement, the reviewer’s line manager or a third party can be asked 
to be involved in the PDR. Please speak with your HR Adviser if required.  
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Roles and responsibilities 
Generally, 2 people are involved in the PDR conversation, the reviewee and the reviewer. Occasionally, input may 

be sought from others with whom the reviewee works closely.  

Prior to the discussion, the reviewee reflects on and records their development, achievements and contributions 

during the period, and an overall summary in preparation for the PDR conversation. Reviewees may also wish to 

draft thoughts on their future development and goals for discussion in the PDR meeting. 

Reviewees then forward the document to their reviewer (5 days before the PDR meeting) to enable reviewers can 

prepare. 

The REVIEWER 

Planning and Preparation 

1. Agree a date and time for the review meeting, allowing enough time for preparation (usually 2 weeks) and 
a time for the meeting 

2. Refresh your memory of the PDR process and skills.  Check LDC website for available training 
3. If this is your first PDR conversation with this reviewee, talk through the purpose and process with them 

and ensure they know you are committed to having a constructive, useful discussion 
4. Ensure the reviewee has the appropriate form to complete and has the opportunity to ask any questions 
5. Based on the reviewee’s previous PDR documentation, consider their development, achievements and 

contributions during the period. If appropriate gain additional input from other colleagues who have 
worked closely with the reviewee to obtain helpful feedback prior to the PDR conversation.  

6. Consider future work goals for the individual, seeking input from more senior managers and individuals as 
necessary in order to predict future requirements and changes 

7. Complete your part of the PDR documentation as appropriate 
8. Anticipate any potential challenges and think through how you will handle them (see section on 

constructive conversations – page 11) 

9. Don’t raise any major concerns with the reviewee during the PDR if these have not previously been 

discussed.  

10. Make a note of any actions that need to be agreed by the end of the conversation. 

Practical arrangements 
1. Book an appropriate room for the conversation 

2. Ensure there are no interruptions 

3. Ensure you are familiar with the department’s/school’s five year plan and strategic objectives 

Follow up 
1. Ensure development needs are submitted to the Learning and Development Centre (LDC) team using the 

appropriate document (see website) 

2. Provide your Head of Department with a summary of the development needs identified for those you have 

reviewed 

3. Provide the reviewee with the necessary support and appropriate resources to access agreed development 

and as agreed with your Head of Department 
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The REVIEWEE 

1. Allow yourself sufficient time to prepare for your PDR, meeting the specified PDR timeframes, wherever 

possible 

2. Ensure you complete the necessary parts of the documentation before your meeting, and send to your 

reviewer one week prior to your meeting 

3. Be prepared to have a two way conversation 

4. State your views constructively and put forward your own suggestions 

5. Ask questions if you are not clear about something 

6. Be prepared to listen to constructive feedback 

7. Reflect on your achievements and contributions from the previous review period and consider any 

particular things that might have hindered you during the review period 

8. Give thought to the work goals you think are appropriate or would like to achieve for the coming year (or 

appropriate time frame) – what help do you need to achieve these goals or aspirations? 

9. Think about any development or support you might need to help you, either in your current role or for any 

future role. What support will be the most appropriate and practical for you?  Think about a range of 

development options available to support you 

10. Identify how your reviewer could help you achieve your goals, aspirations and development needs 

 

Head of Department 

The Head of Department will need to ensure that: 

a) All employees are offered the opportunity to take part in PDR and to discuss their development and role 

b) Reviewers are aware of the aims of the department and the wider University 

c) The PDR scheme is organised appropriately in the department to ensure everyone is given the opportunity 

to have a PDR  

d) All reviewers are clear on their role and responsibilities and have had any appropriate training as required 

e) A summary of the departmental development needs are captured and forwarded to the LDC to inform the 

institutional development plan 
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PDR process flowchart

 
Please note  

If it is appropriate, you may wish to separate the review and forward looking conversations 

PDR meeting arranged

Reviewee prepares the relevant PDR form in preparation for 
the conversation

Form sent to the reviewer at least one week before the PDR conversation

Reviewer completes the comments sections of the PDR form and reviews the 
development, proposed goals, and career aspirations.  Reviewer passes form 

back to reviewee before meeting, retaining a copy

PDR conversation takes place

Development, achievements and contributions are reviewed

Future development and goals are agreed 

Reviewee and reviewer sign to agree the completed form

Reviewee and reviewer have a copy of the completed form

Departmental Administrator/Head of Department collates a summary of learning and 
development needs and submits to LDC

Reviewer and Reviewee plan to have regular PDR conversations 
throughout the year
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Techniques to enable an effective PDR conversation 

 
Ensuring that conversations are constructive 

1. Reviewees who have taken part in PDR briefings report that a PDR conversation is more likely to be 

productive when you: 

a. Ensure you read the relevant parts of the form returned to you by your reviewer, so that you know 

what they wish to discuss in the meeting 

b. Be prepared to discuss your development, achievements and contributions to focus the 

conversation 

c. Are ready to listen as well as offer information, ideas and solutions. This is a two way conversation 

that should result in a plan agreed by both parties 

d. Seek clarification of anything you are unsure of 

e. Adopt a joint problem-solving approach where needed 

 

Effective listening 

1. Listening is a vital skill involved in effective 1:1 conversations. 

2. Experienced reviewers/reviewees typically define the essential pre-requisites of an effective listening 

conversation as follows: 

a. Choosing an appropriate venue for the discussion 

b. Not allowing outside interruptions 

c. Giving the meeting your full attention 

d. Allocating an appropriate amount of time 

e. Being open to what is being said. 

3. Listening is not simply about being silent and allowing the other person to reflect and talk in their own 

time. Effective conversations occur where both parties are engaged and responsive. 

4. Techniques to enable this include: 

a. Testing our understanding of what has been said by asking clarifying questions 

b. Giving or receiving feedback 

c. Summarising what has been said and the point which the conversation has reached 

d. Developing an idea or suggestion in collaboration with the reviewee 

 

How to handle difficult conversations 

1. Prior to the meeting, it is important that both parties have agreed the agenda for the discussion. This will 

help to ensure that there are ‘no surprises’ raised during the meeting 

2. If you anticipate that there might be any ‘difficult’ aspect to your conversation, it is important that you 

address this prior to the meeting by speaking to an experienced colleague or to your HR Adviser on how to 

handle the situation 

3. You might also find it useful to visit the LDC website to access appropriate support 
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Drafting goals 

Note academic staff should refer to the relevant PDR forms for examples relating to their specific areas of focus 

1. Drafting goals is a core element of the PDR scheme. Goals are developed and agreed so that the reviewer 

and the reviewee have a shared understanding of the key focus of work and results which need to be 

achieved moving forward. 

2. Goals must be appropriate to the grade and role of the reviewee and should be set in the context of the 

aims of the department and the wider University. 

3. Individuals may also wish to consider how they will achieve their goals in a way that contributes to creating 

an environment of dignity, respect and inclusivity. The recent work around Respect at Warwick outlines 8 

simple actions we each can take to contribute to creating this environment, They are also listed here: 

 

 1 – Start with the basics – a simple hello or acknowledgement goes a long way  

 2 – Remember we are all different  - take time to learn about another person’s perspective  

 3 – Be self-aware  - think about how you interact, how you come across and consider how your  
unconscious biases may affect your behaviour 

 4 – Develop your communication skills – do you really listen / do you challenge in a respectful 
way? 

 5 – Discus what respect manes in your place of work  

 6 – Take time to connect with and support others across the community – you might be 
surprised what you learn 

 7 – Intervene early – if you see something that doesn’t seem right take action, don’t let your 
silence condone inappropriate behaviour  

 8 – Lead with respect – remember as the leader you set the tone for your department  
 

4. An individual may typically have between four and seven core goals. Any larger goals can be split in to sub-

goals if that is useful. Effective goals should be written positively and should concentrate on the outcome 

or result you are seeking. 

5. SMART is a well-known model used to capture effective goals and stands for: 

a. Specific 

b. Measurable 

c. Achievable/Agreed 

d. Realistic 

e. Time bound. 

6. SMART goals:  

a. Are consistent with the aims of the department and wider University 

b. Are expressed in positive language 

c. Start with an action to ensure they are focussed on something that can be subsequently measured 

(e.g. complete, publish, investigate, propose, revise, plan, install, design, develop, produce) 

 

 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/equalops/dignityatwarwick/respectatwarwick/
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Defining goals 

1. When starting to plan your goals, you may find it helpful to consider these questions: 

a. What is the overall purpose of your role? 

b. What are the main areas of work or tasks that you perform at the moment? 

c. Is this the same as you will be doing in the future? If not, why not and what will you be doing that is 

different next year? 

d. How should this work be done? Are there any defined standards that are set? If not, what 

standards would you set? 

e. What are you expected to produce as outputs or outcomes in your role? 

f. What support do you need to do this? 

g. What knowledge, skills and behaviours do you need to do this work? 

h. What development needs do you have in your current role? 

i. What knowledge, skills and behaviours will you need for your future role if this will change? 

j. What development needs or career aspirations do you have that will enable you to apply for 

promotion or a new role? 

k. When will I be able to achieve and /or measure achievement against the goal or do I need shorter 

milestones? 

Examples of SMART goals 

Some examples of SMART goals that have been written by staff working in a range of roles: 

 

Professional Services staff 

a. Ensure that all departmental employees complete the required level of Diversity and Inclusion 

training, eg Unconscious Bias by DATE 

b. To write a procedure to improve the planning, operation and flow of work through the office by 

DATE and to submit and present the proposal at the X meeting. 

c. To ensure the website pages on examination regulations are accurately updated by DATE  

d. To design a work allocation model that ensures agreed core areas of work can be covered during 

staff absence by DATE 

e. To implement the agreed procedure on purchasing across the department so that colleagues in the 

department are fully using the procedure by DATE 

f. To complete a feasibility study on the implications, costs and impact of adopting a X work model by 

DATE and write a report for X person/committee 

g. To increase the satisfaction rating of customers to X% by using the helpdesk by DATE 

h. To propose an appropriate cleaning schedule to achieve University standards with X staff for the 

new X building by DATE 

i. To work with helpdesk reviewees to make recommendations on ways of improving the speed of 

getting messages to technicians/electricians/plumbers etc. by DATE, Present recommendations to 

X 

j. To review the equipment/materials suppliers used for your area and recommend best prices for 

best products by DATE 
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k. To complete the lab/workshop/depot health and safety risk analysis by DATE 

l. To work with reviewees to sort and tidy the storage area, to remove out of date supplies and to 

meet health and safety objectives by DATE 

m. To achieve 95% success rating in cleaning standards in X work area between DATE and DATE 

n. To collate feedback on workshops within one week of the workshop being run and send by 

summary to X 

 

Staff on academic contracts 

For staff on academic contracts the SMART principle may still be adopted as a useful way of capturing the forward 

looking focus of work.  

The following are sample examples of capturing goals and aspirations as outlined in the PDR forms.  

 

Research and Teaching 

1. Administrative duties 

a. To produce supervisor/student guidelines which are in line with University regulations for the 

department by DATE  

b. To allocate X hours to support/mentor X new probationers in the current/next academic year  

c. To establish collaborative partnerships with department X, Y, Z for the delivery of cross disciplinary 

module in X aimed at (specific target group) by DATE  

 

2. Research (applicable to grade and role)  

a. To submit X grant/contract applications (to the minimum value of X) to X or Y funding bodies in line 

with Department/University strategy by X DATE in order to obtain £X of income per annum. 

b. To record, monitor and promote eg citations in X publication by Y DATE  

c. To publish X research papers and/or X/peer review journals considered by the University to be REF 

level X or above by DATE (Note REF applicability to independent researchers)  

d. To submit X number of abstracts/conference papers/conference presentations by X DATE  

e. To work towards/attain/maintain national/international recognition in field by publishing research 

outcomes and attending/presenting at a national/international conference over the next x months 

f. To hold regular team meetings each term/month for the X project/grant in response to needs 

g. To continue to update knowledge, understanding and networking, for eg personal and professional 

development within the field relevant to your area of operation by attending 

workshops/conferences or seminars across the next calendar year 

h. To enhance focus on development this year in X field e.g. Leadership  

i. To increase influence and research through widening participation or public engagement over the 

next calendar year, eg interesting citations, raising awareness, dissemination of findings, policy to 

practice or public profile. 

j. To increase research impact activities over the next calendar year, providing specific measurable 

examples 
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k. To increase achieve engagement in collaborations and collegiality, providing specific measurable 

examples of impact. 

 

3. Teaching 

a. To demonstrate through student evaluation data an average satisfaction score of X for all modules 

that you are responsible for throughout the academic year.  

b. To achieve an improvement in student satisfaction scores from X to a minimum of Y by DATE  

c. To develop a module for the undergraduate/postgraduate degree in X for approval/validation by 

the University by DATE  

d. To observe and give constructive feedback on the teaching practices of X colleagues per year for 

the next academic year  

e. To review the content of and learning approaches used in delivering X module by DATE and revise 

appropriately to enhance effectiveness 

f. Engage in communities of practise in teaching and learning as part of continuing professional 

development 

4. Supervision 

a. To supervise (as principle/co/joint supervisor) X students to successful completion of their PhDs by 

X 

b. To undertake an internal/external professional development course (recognised by X) in research 

supervision in this academic year 

 

Planning and prioritising development needs 
 

What is a development need? 

This may be a gap in someone’s skills or experience, or areas that could be further developed to support the 

individual in achieving their work goals, improve their contribution and/or to fulfil their potential and career 

aspirations. In addition, it could be due to a future change or development in their area of work, and they need to 

gain the skill or knowledge on order to meet the future need. 

There are finite resources and it is unlikely that every development opportunity requested will be fulfilled. 

Reviewers therefore have a responsibility to: 

a) Understand the skills and expertise needed by reviewees and teams to achieve departmental priorities and 

key objectives 

b) Identify any skills and experience gaps that are essential to enable and support individuals to carry out their 

roles effectively, now and in the future 

c) Write a SMART goal for the development need in order to ensure clarity 

d) Think about the full range of development methods available to support individuals which might include: 

on-job training, eLearning, DVDs, CDs, coaching, mentoring, peer observation, forums, conferences, job 

shadowing, reading, involvement in a project, secondments, as well as formal training workshops 
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e) Discuss the above with reviewees to identify the most appropriate methods of support for that person 

f) Choose the most appropriate and effective development method(s), considering the best ‘value for money’ 

g) Prioritise development that is critical to the achievement of agreed goals 

 

Whose responsibility is it to make development opportunities happen? 

It is important that reviewees own their development plans, take responsibility for making development happen, 

and for reporting back on the outcomes of their development. 

It is the reviewer’s responsibility to ensure that individuals: 

a. Are given the support and appropriate resources to access agreed development 

b. Review and report on its effectiveness 

c. Use what they have learned to enhance their contribution in their role 

Planning your development 
If you need further support around planning and meeting your development needs, this section may help you. 

 

Why is development important? 

Whether you need to take on new challenges, keep on top of developments in your field, plan your career 

progression or enhance your profile, undertaking development can help. By ensuring you have the right balance of 

knowledge, skills and behaviours, you can achieve your goals. Warwick is committed to supporting the 

development of its employees. 
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How do I work out my development needs? 

Your development needs are unique, and to ensure you progress in the way you need, it’s worth thinking through 

your approach. The LDC offers a range of ideas and opportunities to help individuals develop. There are many 

development opportunities, both in your workplace and outside. The step-by-step approach below may help you 

arrive at an effective personal development plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Identify your development needs 

Identifying your development needs can be challenging. Often, we find ourselves looking at simply what training 

courses are available and deciding which of those would be most helpful. In fact, it is better to try and identify what 

the development need is and then to work out ways of meeting that need, which may or may not be a training 

course. 

PDR provides a great opportunity to discuss your development needs with your reviewer/line manager. You may be 

able to discuss the changing requirements of your role, as well as your personal development aspirations. It is 

important that you have considered your core development needs before your PDR meeting as this will enable you 

to make the most of your discussion. See links here for tips on Career planning: 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/careerprog/ 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/researchers/opportunities/ 

 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/careerprog/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/researchers/opportunities/
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/plan/identify
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/plan/decide
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/plan/review
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/personal/plan/plan
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Identify what skills, knowledge and behaviours are ‘required’ for you to do your job well 

Every role in the University has a job description and a person specification. Your job description will list the things 

that you are expected to do. The person specification will identify the skills, experience, knowledge and behaviours 

that you need to do that job well. 

You may find it helpful to talk to your line manager or Head of Department if you feel you want to clarify any of the 

requirements set out in the person specification. Your PDR meeting will provide one opportunity for you to have 

this discussion, but you can discuss your development needs at any meeting with your reviewer, line manager or 

Head of Department as appropriate during the year. 

At this stage, it’s also worth thinking about the skills, knowledge and behaviours that you may need to develop in 

the future for your current job. You may know, for example, that your role will be changing or that you will be 

working on different projects or that you are interested in a career change. What new or different skills, knowledge 

and behaviours will you need? 

Make a list of your current and future requirements 

Make a list of current and future skills, knowledge and behaviours that you need. Look at the skills, knowledge and 

behaviours you actually have now. Look at the list you have produced. Now ask yourself how effectively you match 

against each one. You could consider talking this through with a friend or colleague, or with your line manager or 

Head of Department. 

It is important to reflect and to be honest with yourself. Are there areas of your work, for example, where 

developing more confidence would make a real difference to your success? Are there knowledge, skills and 

behaviours that you occasionally need on occasion that would benefit from some development? Can you identify 

areas where you feel confident and capable but where these areas could become even greater strengths for you 

with some further development?  

Compare ‘actual’ with ‘required’ to identify any gaps. These are your development needs 

Try and be as specific as possible about what you need to do differently. It is best practice to write a SMART goal. 

This will really help you when you are deciding how to best address your development needs. It will also help you 

review and measure your success/progress. 

For example, “I need to learn how to use Outlook to sort, prioritise and store my emails,” will be much more helpful 

than “I need to be more organised,” when it comes to deciding what development you need. It will also help you 

check how the Outlook training you undertook actually made a difference in your ability to be organised. 

Practicalities 

It is worth thinking about the practicalities, such as cost, timescales and urgency of the development need at the 

outset. How much funding is likely to be available and what solutions are available and when, will all have a bearing 

on how the needs are met. If you are asking your department to fund the cost of your development, remember 

that your line manager and Head of Department will need to consider your request in light of budgetary restrictions 

and within the wider development needs of the department. This may mean that your preferred option may not be 
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feasible, so it might be helpful to consider a number of ways of meeting the identified development need where 

possible. 

How do I prefer to learn? 

Think about how you prefer to learn or how you learn best. For example, do you learn most successfully observing, 

trying things out, reading, listening, discussing, reflecting, researching or questioning? Think about the times when 

you have successfully learnt something, and try to identify what it was about the experience that helped you learn 

effectively. You might find it helpful to think about a time when you didn’t learn well and compare it to a more 

successful experience to identify what it is that makes learning work for you. Most people learn work related skills 

from other colleagues and it is important to practice the new skill soon after learning in order to remember it and 

to refine the skill. 

Finding the best solution 

Remember to start by identifying what it is that you need to learn. Try to be as precise as you can. What is it that 

you need to do differently? Make sure that the development you choose will result in the change you need. If you 

are thinking about a course, check the content and learning outcomes advertised and then review these against 

your development need. How well do they match? 

Remember to consider all the options to make sure you don’t miss the right opportunity. This may not always be a 
course or a formal training session. Think about the range of development methods available to support individuals 
which might include: on-job training, eLearning, DVDs, CDs, coaching, mentoring, peer observation, forums, 
conferences, job shadowing, reading, involvement in a project, secondments, formal workshops. 

Develop a plan 

By producing and recording a development plan, you are much more likely to achieve the goals you have set 

yourself. Your PDR conversation provides a good opportunity to produce or review your plan. 

You will need to consider: 

a. What do I need to learn?  

These are your development goal details, the knowledge, skills or behaviours that you identified as 

part of this process 

b. How will I do this?  

These are the development methods or solutions that you selected in the process 

c. By when?  

When do you aim to complete each activity? Prioritise the most important and consider what is 

manageable for you in terms of time commitment 

d. Measuring success 

Think about how you will know that the development has worked. What will you be doing 

differently for example? 
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Review and record progress 

Reviewing and recording your progress means you can track your development. A personal development plan in a 

format of your choosing is useful for recording what you have learned compared to what you planned. This will 

help you prepare for your PDR conversation, revise your CV or apply for new roles. 

You may also find that you develop skills, knowledge or behaviours that you didn’t plan for, perhaps because new 

opportunities have come your way in your role. And don’t forget that development can happen in informal ways 

such as reading, networking and on the job training. It’s worth recording all of these on your plan too. In this way, 

your plan becomes a record of your ongoing growth and progression and celebrates your achievements. 

Remember to make time to regularly review your personal development plan. As you complete learning, you need 

to start thinking about the process of planning your development again. Work contexts are evolving all the time 

and this inevitably means that your roles and priorities will change, with a resulting impact on your development 

needs. You may also have career aspirations that will encourage you to think about your development needs. 

Developing yourself opens up new opportunities for both you and the University. 

How are learning and development needs met and summarised? 

1. Reviewees are responsible for working with their reviewers and employees to ensure that what has been 

agreed is implemented. At your PDR discussion, you should make sure that you are clear on how agreed 

development needs are going to be met and what you need to do to make them happen. If there are 

development needs which need higher approval, then this should also be recorded and it should be clear 

who will action seeking approval. Ultimately, you are responsible for your own development. 
 

2. After your PDR, your reviewer will summarise non-attributable development needs from the reviews they 

have conducted. These will be passed to your Head of Department who will collate them into an overall 

summary. Where development needs require additional support, perhaps from the Learning and 

Development Centre (LDC) the Head of Department will ensure that LDC receive a copy of this summary. 

 

Specific development for Academic staff  

 

For academic staff the development needs are likely to be identified from the following examples/practices: 

1. Feedback from students 

2. Peer review/peer observation 

3. Gaining professional recognition (eg Fellowship of the HEA or equivalent) 

4. Development arising from the setting of an objective, e.g. developing and leading the validation of a 

new module for the first time 

5. Writing publications, grant applications, impact cases, project management etc 

6. Identification of areas of practice that the individual considers they need to develop or enhance 

7. Changes to the requirements for curriculum design/content/delivery/assessment etc. 

8. Changes arising from innovation, technological developments, developing international activity etc. 

9. Opportunities arising to collaborate on/aspiring to engage with in the future for which they will need 

some development 
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Useful links: 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/coursedirectory/#ap 

 

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/services/ldc/teaching_learning/app/exp 

Further information and support 
You may find it useful to refer to the LDC web pages where you will find information on a range of formal training 
workshops and self-directed learning guides. If you have any specific questions about PDR, please speak to your HR 
Adviser in the first instance. 
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